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P R E S S  R E L E A S E  

O P E N  D A Y S  2 0 2 4  -  M E I S S E N  P A S S I O N  T H A T  

G E T S  U N D E R  Y O U R  S K I N  

 

Meissen, April 23, 2024 - The Meissen porcelain manufactory is 

opening its doors again and invites you to take an exciting look 

behind the scenes. Experience unique 

craftsmanship up close on April 26 & 

27, 2024 - in the truest sense of the 

word, as Brazilian tattoo artist Adial 

Alves de Oliveira Neto applies the 

famous MEISSEN swords to visitors' 

skin free of charge - live on site during 

the open day. 

 

 

 

For thousands of years, people have been decorating their bodies 

with tattoos for a variety of reasons. The world of body art ranges 

from small, intricate tattoos to large-scale paintings. To this day, 

people use this art to express themselves, their personality or a very 

special passion. There are already countless people who have had the 

unique MEISSEN decorations immortalized on their skin, expressing 

their love for the Crossed Swords. Adial Alves de Oliveira Neto, guest 

tattoo artist from Brazil at the Dresden Tattoo Studio Stichcode, will 

immortalize the MEISSEN passion of our visitors on their skin and 

tattoo the MEISSEN swords free of charge for all those interested. 

Adial's detailed artistic expression and realism are perfectly suited to 

bringing the manufactory's intricate decorations to life on the skin. 

The studio in the Kugelhaus was the first in the city of Dresden and 

works with artists from all over the world. 

 

As a special highlight on the opening day, Friday 26 April at 1.30 

p.m., André Hardt from Radio Dresden and Managing Director Dr. 

Tillmann Blaschke will have the famous Meissen swords tattooed live 

on site. André Hardt, known for his format "André und die Mor-

genmädels", has been working for the radio station for 15 years and 

is redeeming a bet from his quiz show "Kaffee-frage" with the tattoo.  

  

We look forward to many visitors and a day full of exciting impres-

sions and experiences! Secure your ticket now in our online store at 

www.erlebniswelt-meissen.de and benefit from a reduced admission 

price of 7 euros per person instead of 9 euros at the box office. This 

amount will be deducted from a purchase value of 95 euros in the 

MEISSEN Store in the manufactory. Children up to 12 years receive 

free admission. 
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Opening hours 

 

April 26, 2024, 1-6 p.m. and April 27, 2024, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 

 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us at 

presse@meissen.com 

 

Image material: https://my.hidrive.com/share/zpmw44bjuu 
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